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Synopsis

Elias, the father of Tiny’s son comes back into the picture to rekindle his relationship with his son. His true intent is shown, threatening to ruin what Mayhem and Tiny has built. Will he succeed with his wicked plan? Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned is a saying that applies to Macy. Pissed that she is forced out of the Godfrey family her ultimate goal is to bring everyone down one by one. With the help of her new man and Elias she oppose as a deadly threat to the Godfrey empire. A simple walk down the isle to happiness turned into a trip to hell for Joie. When her secrets unfolds In front of her piece by piece she finds herself in a dilemma with Maleek, the craziest Godfrey of them all and the mother of his child, Stacy. With old beef arising and new enemies appearing the Godfrey brothers find themselves doing anything in their power to keep their family safe, even if it may fatally cost them their life.
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Customer Reviews

The storyline was great but the grammatical errors were horrendous. It is almost as if African American authors in this genre just don’t even try. The subject verb usage was off, commas were needed and numerous words were misspelled. Get an editor and please get it together for your next
I needed part two like yesterday .... No but seriously I need part two ... This book is definitely a MUST read, hence why it's number ONE right now in top 100 paid Urban Fiction as well as Romantic Fiction.. Lucinda you did that please drop part two sometime very soon.. Oh & if you still haven't purchased this book yet you playing

The editing sucked but the story was ok. There were too many errors in this book. There were a lot misspelled words and character mix ups. I BS you not, there was an error on every other page. How could you put this out like this? Thank goodness I have kindle unlimited. I feel like the poor editing is because a lot of readers have kindle unlimited so the authors don't care what they put out.

Lucinda John good job. I am patiently waiting for the Demise of Macy and Robert. Not sure what is going to happen to Tiny and Mayhem but hoping for a happy ending for them. I hate that Tiny had to go through that pain of losing a child. I hope she finds strength to get through this storm that is created by her "BAE" Patiently waiting for pt 3. (Yes there were some typos but it didn't take away from the story)

This is the first story in a long time with this many words that I've read in a day! Can't wait until pt 2 is here! This is a must read! I'm usually the first person to predict what'll happen next in a story but not this one I never knew what was gonna hit me which is what kept me reading! Great Job!!!

I thought this book was definitely a Great READ...... I was very disappointed that there wasn't a part 2 especially the way the story ended with such a mind blowing cliffhanger ...........Mayhem is quite a character .I was disappointed with the typos throughout the story I have noticed this alot in most of the hood novels its really bad and needs improvement. I would recommend this book

This book was so damn good.. Great job Lucinda I can’t believe it.. Mayhem is really bae I feel bad for Tiny just when things are going good for her and now this .. Macy ain’t s*** just let that go he don’t love you anymore and she is so bitter

This book was a true definition of a page turner!! I live the relationship that Mayhem and Tiny have! I can’t stand Neesha, Macy, and Joie 😡😡! I can’t wait to see what happens in part two!!! I really
hope Macy is exposed in the next part!!
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